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Abstract. Models in which gravity and/or Standard Model gauge bosons propagate in more than
three spatial dimensions have implications that can be tested at current colliders. In this paper, we
report on the results from searches for extra dimensions at the two Tevatron experiments, CDF and
DØ, which utilize up to 200 pb   1 of pp¯ collision data from Run II taken at  s = 1.96 TeV between
spring 2002 and fall 2003.
INTRODUCTION
The hierarchy problem between the Planck scale (MPl) and the electroweak scale (MEW)
(1016) has motivated a number of extensions to the Standard Model (SM) [1]. Models in
which particles can propagate in additional spatial dimensions have been proposed [2].
In the model proposed by Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali (ADD) [3], SM par-
ticles are confined on to a spatial 3-D membrane and gravity is allowed to propagate
in the n extra dimensions (ED). In the (4+n)-D world which corresponds to the funda-
mental Planck scale, MS (sometimes called as the string scale), gravity is as strong as
other gauge forces, however, it is weak in the Planck scale (MPl  1019 GeV) in 4-D.
The relation between the two Planck scales is governed through the size of the extra
dimension, R (M2Pl

RnMn  2S ). Large extra dimensions (LED) is satisfied by the ADD
model. Assuming MS is near the TeV range, R becomes as large as  1018 km, which is
already ruled out by the classical description of gravitational force. The LED are com-
pactified and the gravitational field in the (4+n)-D space can be represented in series of
Kaluza-Klein (KK) towers.
Randall and Sundrum (RS) propose a non-factorizable geometry in 5-D space to ad-
dresses the hierarchy problem. The extra dimension is warped by an exponential factor,
exp  2krcφ  , where k is the curvature scale and rc is the size of the 5th dimension [4]
and the model predicts graviton resonances. The properties of the RS Kaluza-Klein
states are usually expressed in terms of a dimensionless coupling parameter, c  k/MPl ,
the relative strength of k to the effective Planck scale. A third model, TeV 	 1 ED, is
proposed to achieve gauge coupling unification at a scale much lower than the GUT
scale [5, 6]. In this model, matter resides on a p-brane (p 
 3), with chiral fermions
confined to the ordinary 3-D world and SM gauge bosons also propagating in the extra
TABLE 1. Summary of Tevatron searches discussed in the
paper.
Signature Model
Graviton emission jets + E T ADD
Graviton exchange dilepton, diphoton ADD, RS
Gauge boson exchange dielectron TeV   1 ED
dimensions, all of which are internal to the p-brane. The SM gauge bosons that propa-
gate in the ED are equivalent to n KK towers with masses Mn  M20  n2  R2C, where R
is the size of the compact dimension of the compactification scale, MC, and R  M 	 1C .
The existence of extra dimensions can manifest itself in pp¯ collisions through ex-
changes of KK towers of gravitons yielding difermion or diboson final states or through
production of real gravitons along with a recoiled photon or jet yielding a high unbal-
anced transverse energy (E T) due to the missing graviton. The CDF [7] and DØ [8]
experiments of Tevatron Run II [9] have searched for ED models using up to about
200 pb 	 1 of pp¯ collisions at  s = 1.96 TeV collected between spring 2002 and fall
2003. Table 1 outlines the signatures and the models probed at the Tevatron for the
above-mentioned data-taking period.
GRAVITON EXCHANGE SEARCHES
ADD Virtual Graviton Exchange
In the ADD model, the separation between the KK towers of the graviton is small
due to the large size of the extra dimensions. The SM diphoton production and the
Drell-Yan pair production of leptons are modified in the existence of a KK exchange
through the interference terms resulting in a continuum mass spectrum (Figure 1). The
effect of KK exchange is expressed through an “effective" cross section parameterized
by a single variable, ηG   M4S, where  is a dimensionless parameter that reflects
the dependence on the number of extra dimensions. The effective cross section is linear
in ηG for the interference term and quadratic in ηG for the pure graviton exchange term.
Different formalisms exist for interpreting the effects of LED through  [10, 11, 12].
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Both CDF and DØ experiments have searched for the large ED signal in the virtual gravi-
ton exchange mode. The DØ experiment’s most sensitive channel is “diEM" sample,
which is a combination of dielectron and diphoton channels to maximize detection effi-
TABLE 2. 95% C.L. lower limits on MS in TeV for LED with the 200 pb
  1 DØ Run II
diEM sample and the combined limits for Run I and II.
GRW HLZ Hewett
n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6 n=7 λ=+1
Run II 1.36 1.56 1.61 1.36 1.23 1.14 1.08 1.22
Run I+II, combined 1.43 1.67 1.70 1.43 1.29 1.20 1.14 1.28
ciency [13]. The basic selection requirements are two electromagnetic (EM) objects in
the calorimeter (ET 
 25 GeV) with track isolation. One EM object is central ( flη flffi 1.1),
the other can be central or in the end-cap calorimeter (1.5 ffiflη fl ffi 2.4). The main back-
ground contributions to the analysis are SM Drell-Yan and diphoton production and one
or more jets misidentified as an EM object (instrumental background). The systematic
uncertainty for the background is 7–20%, dominated by the statistical and systematic
uncertainties of the instrumental background. The signal systematic uncertainty is 12%,
which includes errors on signal acceptance and efficiency, choice of parton distribution
functions (PDF) and the higher order correction factor, K f (=1.3). The uncertainty is
dominated by the 10% error on the K f . The DØ diEM invariant mass spectrum for the
candidate events in data and its comparison with the predicted background is shown in
Figure 1. Similar comparison for the diEM cosθ ! distribution, where θ ! is the scattering
angle in the center-of-mass frame, is also shown in the same figure. The data agrees with
the background expectation.
DØ employs a search strategy which involves a 2-D fit to the invariant mass and (un-
signed) cosθ ! spectra. Using a Bayesian likelihood fitting technique, 95% Confidence
Level (C.L.) lower limits on the effective cross section parameter, ηG, are placed and
translated onto lower limits on MS. The results of the DØ searches using diEM chan-
nel are listed in Table 2. A combination with the Run I [14] analysis result gives lower
bounds on MS as high as 1.43 TeV (GRW).
DØ has also results from the dielectron and dimuon channels, where both channels use
the same limit setting technique as in the diEM channel. The dielectron channel selection
requirements are similar to the diEM analysis with the exception of a modification to
allow for at least one EM cluster to have a matching track and the tracking isolation cut
is removed to increase efficiency [15]. The lower limit obtained using dielectron channel
is 1.11 TeV in the GRW formalism. The LED virtual effects in the dimuon channel is
searched using 100 pb 	 1 data [16]. An upper limit of 0.88 TeV is placed on MS in
the GRW formalism. The dilepton LED results from the DØ experiment is outlined in
Table 4.
The CDF experiment has also searched for a LED signal in the dielectron chan-
nel using 200 pb
	
1 of data [17]. The requirements in the analysis are two electrons
(ET 
 25 GeV), isolated in the calorimeter, with at least one electron matched to a track
and present in the central calorimeter ( flη fl ffi 1.0). The second electron can also be in the
plug calorimeter (1.0 ffi"flη fl#ffi 3.0). The main backgrounds to CDF dielectron signal are
from the Drell-Yan process and from misidentified electrons in QCD multijet events.
Other SM processes like diboson and t¯t production are also taken into account, although
their contribution for the high mass search region is negligible. The comparison of the
TABLE 3. 95% C.L. lower limits on MS in TeV for LED
model with 200 pb   1 CDF dielectron sample.
GRW HLZ Hewett
n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6 n=7 λ=-1 λ=+1
1.11 1.17 0.99 0.89 0.83 0.79 0.99 0.96
observed dielectron invariant mass spectrum to the predicted background is shown in
Figure 2. The main sources of systematic uncertainties are choice of PDF, energy scale
and resolution for the acceptance and efficiency, luminosity and background shape and
normalization errors. The overall signal uncertainty is about 8%. The background due
to misidentified jets is about 50%. In the absence of an excess in the observed data,
CDF proceeds to set limits on MS, using a Bayesian binned likelihood method on the
dielectron invariant mass spectrum. The 95% C.L. limits on ηG , where the convention
is ηG  λHewett  M4S, are used to constrain the string scale. Table 3 summarizes CDF
dielectron limit results for MS.
Gauge Boson Exchange in TeV $ 1 ED
The cross section for Drell-Yan pair production including TeV 	 1 ED effects from
the higher order KK-states of the SM gauge bosons are parametrized in a form similar
to that of LED effective cross section, where the parameter is ηC  pi2/3MC2 and
MC is the compactification scale of the TeV 	 1 ED. DØ has searched for TeV 	 1 ED
signatures for the case of a single ED, using 200 pb 	 1 data in the dielectron channel [15].
The analysis uses the same dielectron sample as the LED search described earlier.
Figure 2 shows the dielectron candidates in the DØ data and the predicted background.
Also shown in this figure is the effect of the TeV 	 1 ED signal for ηC  5.0 TeV 	 2.
Systematic uncertainty on the signal is taken similar to the LED search, and is 12%.
A 10% systematic uncertainty is estimated for background processes, dominated by the
uncertainties in the instrumental background contribution. Limits on MC are set using the
2-D fitting apparatus developed for LED search, via a replacement of ηG with ηC. The
lower limit on the compactification scale is obtained as MC 
 1.12 TeV. The combined
indirect search limit from LEP is MC 
 6.6 TeV and the global limit is MC 
 6.8 TeV at
95% C.L. [18].
RS Graviton Resonance Searches
The CDF experiment has searched for a RS graviton signal of the first excited state
in both dilepton and diphoton channels1. The dielectron sample used for the search
1 As of writing this paper, DØ presented results on RS graviton searches in the diEM channel using
200 pb   1 data [19].
TABLE 4. 95% C.L. lower limits
on MS in TeV for LED with DØ di-
electron and dimuon sample.
GRW
ee (200 pb   1) 1.11
µµ (100 pb   1) 0.88
is the same as the CDF LED search. The CDF search for RS graviton in the dimuon
channel is performed using 200 pb 	 1 data, similar to that of the dielectron channel.
The muon pair selection is based on requiring two muons isolated in the calorimeter
(pT 
 20 GeV/c). One muon should be central in the CDF detector ( flη fl%ffi 1.0), the
other can be present in the tracking region, flη fl&ffi 1.5. The backgrounds in the dimuon
channel are the irreducible Drell-Yan, misidentified jets and cosmic rays. Various other
SM processes are also taken into account as contributors to the total background, as seen
in Figure 3. The figure shows the comparison of the observed data to the background
estimates for the dimuon mass spectrum. The uncertainty in the signal is about 8% and
the background uncertainties are estimated to be 5% (direct dimuon final states from SM
processes) and 20–30% (fakes and cosmic rays).
CDF recently increased its sensitivity to RS gravitons with the addition of the dipho-
ton channel [20]. The result presented utilizes also 200 pb 	 1 data and the photon pair
candidates (ET 
 15 GeV, Mγγ 
 30 GeV/c2) are constrained to be central ( flη fl&ffi 1.0)
and isolated. The main background contributions are from SM hard-scattered diphoton
production and from events in which one or more jets can be misidentified as a photon.
The total uncertainty for the signal is about 15% and is 20–25% for the background
depending on the diphoton mass. The dominant uncertainty in this analysis is from the
dependence of the jet background on the selection requirements. The observed diphoton
spectrum is compared to the prediction in Figure 3.
The CDF dilepton/diphoton data is in agreement with the Standard Model predictions.
Therefore, limits are placed on a RS graviton particle of the first excited state. The CDF
dilepton limits are placed by a Bayesian binned likelihood method using the dilepton
invariant mass spectrum. The diphoton limits are placed via a Bayesian technique as
a function of RS graviton reference masses and using a 3σ mass window around
each reference mass. Table 5 summarizes the CDF RS graviton search results. The
σ ' BR limits are interpreted as limits on a spin-2 resonance particle, which are further
used to constrain the RS graviton mass as a function of k/MPl. The acceptance times
efficiency of the diphoton channel is about half of that of the individual dilepton channels
(the total dielectron efficiency to detect a 600 GeV/c2 RS graviton is about 45%).
Therefore, the σ ' BR limits from the diphoton channel is not as sensitive for the same
luminosity [20]. The stringent constraints to the RS graviton parameter space is from the
diphoton channel to which the graviton has twice the BR as compared with its individual
dilepton decays.
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FIGURE 1. DØ diEM mass and cosθ ( spectra for the candidates in data (points with error bars), for
the misidentified jet background (filled histogram) and for the total expected background including the
SM predictions (solid line). In the mass spectrum plot, the dashed line represents the effect of the LED




DØ has analyzed 85 pb 	 1 of Run II data to search for evidence of a signal of LED with
graviton emission signature in jet(s) + E T channel [21]. The analysis requires E T 
 150
GeV, a high pT leading jet in the central region (pT 
 150 GeV/c), no second jet with
pT 
 50 GeV/c, no high pT leptons in the event, and an angular separation between
the leading jet and E T (∆Φ). The main SM backgrounds come from Z+jets production(through invisible decays of Z) and a smaller contribution from W+jets production. The
dominating background at low E T is misidentified QCD events. Figure 5 shows the
total E T distribution before the second jet and ∆Φ requirements are applied in the
analysis data. The expected number of events is 100  6 (stat.)  8 (theory). The
current result is limited by the large Monte Carlo simulation and data jet energy scale
uncertainties, which yields uncertainties of 20% for the signal efficiency and +50%, -
30% for the background prediction. Total signal efficiency is 5% and 63 events in data
are observed. In the absence of excess in data with respect to the expectations from
background processes, lower limits on MD are placed using the LEP CLs approach [22].
The corresponding upper limits on the number of signal events is 84 event for an
expected limit of 111.4 (median) or 123.8  28 events (average) from ensemble tests.
Figure 6 shows the lower limits on MD as a function of nD, together with the limits from
Run I CDF [23] (K f = 1.0) and Run I DØ [24] and the current most stringent limits from
LEP [25]. Once the uncertainties settled, the analysis will be more competitive.
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DØ Run II PreliminarydiEM Mass Spectrum
FIGURE 2. The CDF (left) and DØ (right) dielectron invariant mass spectra. The CDF data (points)
are compared with the total background predictions (solid line) from Drell-Yan (unfilled histogram),
multijet QCD background (dark) and various SM processes as listed (light). The DØ data (points) are
compared with the total predicted background (solid line) as the sum of the instrumental background
(filled histogram) and the Drell-Yan background. The plot on the right also represents TeV   1 ED signal
contribution for ηC ) 5.0 TeV
  2 added to the predicted background (dashed line).
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FIGURE 3. Observed CDF dimuon (left) and diphoton (right) mass spectra compared to the predicted
backgrounds as listed in the text. The diphoton spectrum has three events above Mγγ
)
200 GeV/c2; the
highest one being at 405 GeV/c2.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
With the Tevatron and its detectors performing very well, the CDF and DØ experiments
have analyzed large samples of pp¯ data taken since spring 2002. The experiments
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FIGURE 4. Upper σ * BR limits on RS graviton production in dielectron channel (left) and excluded
parameter space in dilepton and diphoton channels at 95% C.L. (right).
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FIGURE 5. E T distribution for graviton emission searches, for data (points with error bars), non-QCDSM background (full histogram) and a signal simulation (nD ) 6, MD ) 0.7 TeV; dashed histogram).QCD background dominates at low values of the spectrum.
TABLE 5. 95% C.L. upper limits on σ * BR + G ,.-0/#-   , γγ 1
and lower limits on MG with 200 pb
  1 CDF dilepton and
diphoton sample for k/MPl = 0.1.
ee µµ γγ
σ * BR (pb) (MG 2 600 GeV/c2) 3 50 3 50 3 100
MG (GeV/c2) 620 605 675
Nd















FIGURE 6. Lower limits on MD for various number of extra dimensions nD for DØ Run II (solid line),
DØ Run I (dashed-dotted), CDF Run I (dotted) and LEP (dashed).
are actively engaged in extra dimension searches in dielectron, diphoton and dimuon
channels as well as jets + E T channel. No evidence of higher dimensional models have
been found yet. Preliminary 95% C.L. limits have been placed on the parameter space of
such models. Current LED limits of the Tevatron experiments exceed published limits
of previous direct searches. The collaborations also pioneer the search strategies and
exploration of some models. Additional extra dimension signatures are being explored,
such as γ

E T. The sensitivity to ED searches will increase with more Run II data.
Near the end of the decade, experiments at LHC will explore extra dimension models up
to multi-TeV scales [26]. In case of no discovery, parameter spaces for ED models will
be greatly restrained and some models will possibly be completely ruled out.
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